THE    DUKE    OF    WINDSOR
achievement as Prince of Wales is increased when we remember
these circumstances. We still lack the perspective down which
we might see him clearly and balance his success against his
failure. But we are far enough away from the events of 1931
to realise what an enormous task was put upon him when he
sailed for India; a task from which the most sophisticated
diplomat might have shrunk in alarm.
In 19^1 the Prince went to Brighton and dedicated a
memorial to Indian soldiers who had been killed in the "fire
and stress of Flanders.'* He spoke of the wounded Indians who
had been brought to England: "India never forgets kindness
and sympathy," he said, "and from this chateri a wave of good-
will will pass to India." Then he expressed his hope that the
memorial, which was "instinct with compassion and mutual
regard," should "strengthen the ties between India and our
country."
Early in October the Prince went to India to test these ties
of wrhich he had spoken at Brighton some months before. He
had crossed the Atlantic and the Pacific; he had gone by the
ways of Columbus and Tasman and Cook. Now he went in
the wake of Marco Polo and Clive. Canada and Australia and
New Zealand had been new and shining countries, with no
history7 of civilisation beyond what French and British people
had given them. Now the Prince travelled over water and to
lands with stories older than Christendom. He was to travel
forty-one thousand miles, by ship, train, motor-car and
elephant.
Gibraltar came first More than a hundred years before, the
Prince's great-great-grandfather had walked up the slopes of
the Rock and had come upon a gipsy fortune-teller, who asked
him to cross his palm with silver. She had told him that he
would marry and that his daughter would become queen of
a great country.
Moors and Spaniards, sailors, nuns and priests joined with
the English in making the day in Gibraltar gay for the Prince
of Wales. Their houses were covered with banners of red, white
and blue . . . the sky between the narrow, bustling streets
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